
ABSTRACT
In this paper I explore the use of the concept representation and 
argue that it can complement the concept constituting in order 
to support the design and critical analysis of participatory design 
activities. John Law acknowledges that in a representation some 
things are made present, while others are deliberately made absent, 
which is necessary. But it is important to realise that there are also 
things that are Othered, i.e. things that are unconsciously repressed 
and absent. The concepts are explored with the help of two cases 
involving participatory design workshops. I discuss how both 
concepts can be used in order to make sense of these participatory 
design activities. The paper also reflects on the importance of what 
realities the method used supports to be made present. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
In participatory design (PD), users, and other stakeholders, are 
invited to participate in the design work with the hope that their 
experience will support the creation of “new” proposals that are 
better suited for the context in question. But how can we be sure 
that the proposals are relevant in cases where the situation is not 
so clearly defined, when it is messy and complex? How can the 
prototyping as well as the reflection and judgement be supported? 
PD is sometimes criticised for not taking participation seriously [1, 
10], avoiding conflicts, and also for not attending to challenging 
issues, instead mostly attend to present concerns [3].
In a previous paper, Regarding Design as a Constituting Practice 
Matters [18], I argue that the concept constituting is often far more 
relevant than the concept representing in relation to design work. 
The terms representing and representation are often used to describe 
the relation a prototype has during design work, to the end result. 
The prototype is then seen to represent the final product. I suggest 
that it is “important to see design work as a constituting practice 
rather than a representative one. Supporting this standpoint are both 
the fact that the future does not yet exist and therefore is difficult 

to represent, and the strong argument that knowledge is created 
in dialogue and constituted in action” [18]. This argument mainly 
builds on John Stewart’s semiotic understanding of representation 
[15, 16], one that claims that a representation mirrors “the reality”. 
Since design work is said to focus on how things ought to be, 
focussing on the constituting aspects of prototypes encourages 
an on-going design activity, and refrains from the impression 
that the proposals come nearer and nearer to a “final solution”. 
Instead, prototyping seen as a constituting activity supports the 
materializing of different proposals, standpoints and thereby 
produces several possible realities [9]. 

1.2 Representation as seen by John Law
In this paper I argue for the value of using the concept representation 
the way John Law presents it in Making a Mess with Method [8] 
and After Method [9] acknowledging that in representations “some 
things … are present but at the same time other things are being 
rendered absent” [8]. The list is of things that are not made present 
is of course endless, some of these things are obvious and other 
things are made absent in order to emphasise what is made present. 
Law sees no problem in the “exclusion as such … [but in] the denial 
of that exclusion” [8]. He calls this Othering. Othering is absence 
that is not acknowledged, “everything that is being repressed for 
one reason or another”. Further on Law suggests “Everything that 
doesn’t fit the standard package of common-sense realism is being 
repressed. Everything that is not independent, prior, definite and 
singular.” He claims that, “our research methods work to other that 
which does not fit a metaphysics of common-sense realism” [8]. 
I interpret Othering as a concept that can be used to support 
researchers to be more sensitive when reflecting on, for example 
prototypes and design proposals. We also need to be sensitive 
about and acknowledge that people see different aspects as present 
and absent depending on our experience and other knowledge. 
One example can be gender aspects that nowadays often are more 
acknowledged than fifty years ago when they were highly Othered.

1.3 Representation and methods
Both Stewart and Law would agree on that most contexts could 
be seen as messy, and be impossible to describe exhaustively. 
“Method is not ... a set of procedures for reporting on a given 
reality. Rather it is performative. It helps to produce realities” [9]. 
Law emphasises that these produced realities, the representations, 
present some things that resonate with the messy reality, while 
other aspects are deliberately made absent, and finally things are 
also Othered.
Stewart suggests that knowledge is constructed and constituted 
through conversations. For him the concept representation seems 
to mean that all aspects of “the reality” are present. So the word 
“representation” points at two different concepts (at least).
We need ways of knowing messy contexts. Law argues that some 
activities and contexts are in such complex relations to each other 
that they can only be known vaguely [8]. With this in mind it is 
obvious that we need to be careful when designing the inquiry 
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to avoid that “everything that doesn’t fit the standard package of 
common-sense realism is being repressed” [8]. 
As a designer you do not only need ways of knowing the messy 
realities, but also ways of knowing what to propose, what to design. 
Design is best known for providing proposals for solutions, but is 
also acknowledged for creating knowledge about the context of 
inquiry, which is needed in order to know what should be solved. 
Schön calls this problem-setting [13] and is seen as an integral 
aspect of design work, where creating proposals and understanding 
the problem co-evolve [2]. These should be seen as two inseparable, 
intertwined activities that co-constitute each other.
PD researchers consider invited and created material important 
“assisting in staging co-designing and intertwining in mediating 
discussions and negotiations, and power relations” [e.g. 4]. The 
approach to, or method for, the PD workshops presented in this paper 
departs from the participants’ own experience and knowledge. The 
material and format encourages and supports participants to create 
specific and detailed proposals that are intended to afford desirable 
realities to be made present. The aim with this particularity is also 
to support in depth reflections and negotiations. 

2. TWO CASES
I will now briefly presented and explore two cases. The first one is 
used in my previous paper that I refer to [18] and the second from 
an on-going research project. They both deal with messy contexts 
and the participants co-create proposal intended to represent desired 
realities by making some things present. The cases help us discuss 
what is made absent and what might be Othered. 

2.1 Co-design workshop
The aim with the research project Togetherness remotely 
(Samhörighet på distans) [11, 17] was to construct and install video 
connections between three workplaces that shared the same work, 
but were located far apart from each other. We designers wanted 
to learn about their working environment and practice, as well as 
explore what the technology could support, where it should be 
placed, etc. We used several methods to co-create this understanding 
and video prototyping activities were one of the methods we used. 
Below is an account of one of the 25 video prototypes [17] created.

The video prototype is called Happy company, without 
disturbance (Glatt umgänge, utan störning) and begins 
by showing how difficult it is to work in a call centre 
when colleagues are talking nearby. This is an account 
of the current situation; after that the group shows their 

suggestions for interacting with each other in the future 
without disturbing their colleagues. They need silence 
when talking on the phone but also want to be able to talk 
to one another while engaged in other duties, for the sake of 
relaxation and the many other reasons why workmates want 
to talk with each other.
The video prototype then shows how two women put on 
paper boxes used for copying paper and labelled Sound Cap 
(Ljudmössa). They walk around in the room and seem to 
be able to talk freely to each other without disturbing their 
colleagues. [18] (Image 1 and 2).

This video prototype was created by three women and clearly 
created out of their own experience of the frustrations they did not 
want to encounter again in the future. The proposal shown in the 
video is most probably not an acceptable solution if it is seen as 
a representation of the final system, since not many people would 
like to go around with cardboard boxes on their heads. But if we 
use John Law’s understanding of representation we could say that 
the women chose to make present some of the interactions that they 
would like to be able to experience and preform in their workplace, 
how they would like to experience the socio-materiality, while they 
deliberately made absent some of the interactions with the artefacts 
that should be avoided in the proposed system, like complex log in 
procedures. 
Reasoning with the concepts constituting and present–absent could 
lead to a quite similar understanding of the video prototype. But 
the concept of Othering is a radically new contribution to the work 
of reflecting, of making sense [7] since it challenges us to explore 
possible issues that are absent but still may be of great importance. 
If this proposal would be actualized there could be feelings of 
exclusion from the colleagues that have no possibility to overhear 
the conversation. Could this technology be used to introduce new 
performances of power in the workplace? This is not addressed 
in the video prototype. Aspects of surveillance are not addressed 
either; can the boss notice who wants to take a break? There can 
be several issues, aspects and perspectives that are Othered in the 
video prototype that could endanger a successful implementation. 

2.2 Urban planning co-design workshops
There is a growing interest in exploring PD in complex planning 
processes [e.g. 12] both from democratic aspects as well as from 
hopes of “efficiency”. The second case is taken from such a project, 
Decode, which explores how co-design approaches can contribute 
to democratisation of official urban planning processes [5].

Image 1 and 2. The Sound Caps in the video prototype Happy company aim to enable  
people to talk freely in the workplace without disturbing their other colleagues.  ©Bo Westerlund
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I took part in creating and conducting two workshops inspired by 
and exploring an on-going conflict. The conflict concerned the 
proposal of two new streets with through traffic between apartment 
buildings that have existed since the 1960’s. There is currently 
no traffic in the area where the streets are planned. 900 citizens 
had signed a petition protesting against the streets that were 
suggested by the municipality’s planning office and supported by 
the politicians.
The arguments for and against the streets were made on several 
“levels”, both very abstract and concrete. The citizens were very 
concrete in their protests. They claimed that the traffic on the 
streets would be very disturbing for the people living next to them; 
there would be risk for accidents with pedestrians, cyclists, people 
with disabilities and children. To make space for the streets over 20 
trees need to be chopped down.
The planners, politicians and therefore also the official documents 
were more abstract arguing the advantages for the area to be 
city-like (stadsmässig) and have a fine-mesh network of streets 
(finmaskigt gatunät).
In order to explore this situation with a co-design approach we 
decided to conduct two co-design workshops [14, 17] with the aim 
to support a creative discussion of possible alternative proposals. 
We invited citizens, civil servants and politicians to the two 
workshops. We wanted to create an understanding of the design 
space, i.e. the multiplicity of possible proposals that would be 
accepted by enough people. We wanted the participants to stay with 
their experience, not strive for consensus, but still negotiate, adjust 
their understanding and respect the other participants experience 
and opinions [5].
The approach or method was to encourage participants to create 
proposals, discuss these and to be very particular and precise 
during the workshop. Therefore we initially asked the participants 

to present what they currently do in the area, i.e. what they need 
and want the area to afford [6]. They indicated physically their use 
of the area by marking with thin tape and signs on an aerial photo 
and presented orally. This seemed to support many different points 
of view of the area being present at the same time.
The participants created several reasonable proposals that would 
afford many people to continue with their current everyday 
activities. Image 3 presents one proposal, drawn on tracing paper 
on top of the quite detailed account for the workshop participants’ 
use of the area. One aim was to support negotiations between 
alternative design proposals co-created by the participants and the 
proposal made by the community´s planning office. 
One common-sense understanding of the workshop method would 
be that the proposal that afforded most activities and constrained 
the least would be the one implemented, but this is not what 
happened in this case. After the workshops, the politicians in the 
municipality decided on a proposal that was quite similar to the 
initial proposal, the one that many of the citizens protested against. 
This could mean that the workshop method itself did not enable a 
relevant representation of the messiness where the most important 
aspects were made present. One aspect obviously Othered in the 
co-design method was power; the politicians have the power to 
actually decide on the actual design of the area, while the citizens 
participating in the workshop could only produce proposals. 
The effort to make the proposals and discussions concrete, and 
therefore not deal with more abstract values and concepts (e.g. city-
like) perhaps Othered the possibility to also negotiate and reflect on 
some even more important issues, like power. Where there other 
constraints that we did not deal with in the workshop? What more 
is Othered? What else could hinder actualising the participants’ 
proposals? 

Image 3. This aerial photo was used to indicate, or represent, the current activities done by the participants on the area in 
question. Here is also one of the alternative proposals for where the street should be located, on tracing paper. ©Bo Westerlund
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3. DISCUSSION
In the two cases presented, the use of material is important in the 
proposals (for example the Sound Cap prototypes, and placements 
of streets on tracing paper) and supports making the representations 
quite detailed and specific, despite the messiness of the contexts. 
This is a result of the formats or methods of the workshops. These 
accounts are detailed and particular, and make present issues that 
some of the participants consider important. The workshop method 
seems to support Law’s suggestion to embrace the messiness by 
presenting multiplicities, indefiniteness, undecidabilities, and 
“holding them together” [8] through this range of proposals that 
constitute parts of the design space. Here participants can create 
proposals, as well as critique and negotiate among the diverse 
range of proposals. This supports the aim of creating a better 
understanding of the design space [17].
All methods support some aspects and perspectives to be made 
present while some are made absent. In order to enable careful 
design of explorations and critical analysis of the results concerning 
for example power in participatory design processes, the Othered 
must be acknowledged in order to be reflected on. We need to design 
inquiries in ways that encourage making present issues that produce 
realities where conflicts, difficulties, arguments, disagreements and 
other crucial aspects in order to be able to address these. 
We must challenge our common-sense realism [8] and being 
aware of Law’s use of the concept Othering is one contribution 
to better design of participatory design activities. If the prototypes 
are allowed to embrace complexity and diversity and represent 
contradicting standpoints there is a fair chance that these prototypes 
can materialise aspects that support reflecting on what might be 
Othered.
Othering is a concept that can be used to support researchers to 
be more sensitive when reflecting on, for example, prototypes and 
design proposals. What is experienced as Othered by one person 
does not have to be the same as what someone else experiences, 
depending on different experience and knowledge. Idealy 
reflections on proposals are made together with the stakeholders 
since the collective experience and knowledge will support more 
diverse reflections. During the workshop where Happy company 
was created no one acknowledged that this could lead to anything 
unwanted. This was done afterwards. But in the public planning case 
most participants were highly aware of which of the participants 
who had power outside of the workshop setting, although power 
was not an aspect that was present in the format of the workshop. 
Looking back at the two cases it seems as if the method or format 
for the first workshop afforded the creation of a proposal that has 
a relevant amount of aspects made present and absent, and not so 
much Othered. While the proposal from the second workshop has 
aspects made present that are very relevant for the participants, 
other aspects that are crucial for the implementation are Othered. 

Reflecting on Kees Dorst’s view on design as a co-evolution 
between providing proposals for solutions and problem-setting [2], 
we can see that the concept constituting can be used for reflecting 
on the results from for example a workshop (e.g. prototypes) in 
terms of proposals. The prototypes created could be seen as 
constituted statements in an on-going “conversation”, a socio-
material conversation. While the concept representation [8] can be 
used to reflect on what knowledge this prototype presents regarding 
the puzzling situation; i.e. how well the problematic issues are 
represented. The emphasis needs to be expanded to also consider 
the absent, and especially the Othered. 
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